"Balance" is a blessing that many faculty seek in their professional lives, but it is one that few believe they can achieve without serious risk to the advancement of their academic careers. An elusive idea with physical, political, judicial, and moral overtones, the aesthetic sense of "balance" may come closest to what faculty usually mean by the term. John Ruskin, arbiter of artistic opinion in 19th-century England, once declared: "In all perfectly beautiful objects, there is found the opposition of one part to another, and a reciprocal balance." Perhaps it is naive to hope for beauty in a 21st-century profession that values the parts of its work so unevenly. But the recent movement to broaden the idea of scholarship in the academy is beginning to bear fruit and show that differently balanced careers can indeed be designed and pursued successfully.
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Higher education’s teaching and service performance will be strengthened if faculty are encouraged to approach their work in classroom and community with the same care and curiosity that they bring to library, laboratory, studio, or field.

It should not be necessary to dwell long on the national conversation about faculty priorities, a vigorous discussion that has traveled far since the early 1990s when Ernest Boyer urged that the nature of academic scholarship be “creatively reconsidered.” Convinced that a narrow focus on research productivity had unbalanced the work of the academy, Boyer and his colleagues argued that colleges and universities would not be able to fulfill their traditional missions unless they began to expand the definition of scholarship to cover a wider range of faculty activity.

Higher education’s teaching and service performance will be strengthened, they suggested, if faculty are encouraged to approach their work in classroom and community with the same care and curiosity that they bring to library, laboratory, studio, or field. Scholarship Reconsidered proposed “creativity contracts” that would make it possible for faculty to cycle through periods where they would select their focus for inquiry and development according to their own interests and departmental or unit needs. Faculty who take advantage of the opportunity to develop varied scholarly interests and talents, the report concluded, will enjoy more balanced professional lives.

These promises retain their timeliness and appeal. Market pressures continue to raise the bar for entry to and success in the academic profession, pushing research productivity to new heights, while at the same time new students, new technologies, and new needs require more systematic attention to teaching and learning, and closer engagement with the larger community. By now, many institutions have revised their systems of faculty roles and rewards. But the question remains as to whether faculty, departments, and institutions will actually take the risks that embracing new work inevitably entails.

Discouraging tales of tenure denials to innovative young scholars rightly publicize those risks. But while it is too early for statistics, it is not for stories about what actually happens when faculty successfully take up the call for thinking about curricula, redesigning courses, inquiring into student learning, developing new materials, experimenting with technology in the classroom, or building scholarly communities around teaching. These encouraging stories may prove even more useful than cautionary tales to those who undertake such work themselves or advise others who want to make new kinds of scholarship a significant part of their academic careers.

LEARNING FROM EXTRAORDINARY CASES

This article reports on four case studies that we are developing at The Carnegie Foundation as part of a larger inquiry into cultures of teaching in higher education today. In these studies we take a close look at careers that are being crafted, in part, around the scholarship of teaching and learning at doctoral and research universities. Our subjects are well known in teaching and learning circles. Randy Bass, an associate professor of English at Georgetown University, is best known for his work in teaching and technology; Daniel Bernstein, a psychologist at the University of Nebraska in Lincoln, for mastery learning and faculty course portfolios; Brian Coppola, at the University of Michigan, for innovation in chemical education and future faculty development; and Sheri Sheppard, at Stanford University, for engineering education reform. (See accompanying profiles describing their careers on page 24.) In this essay, the reader will find a number of lessons that are emerging from our conversations with these scholars and their colleagues. No enterprise of this sort is without its tensions, and we are grateful to these extraordinary scholars and their colleagues for talking to us frankly and at length about the ins and outs of their careers.

One of the first lessons we have learned is that the scholarship of teaching and learning is neither a single nor a simple thing. Yes, it has the characteristics that Pat Hutchings and Lee Shulman outline in “The Scholarship of Teaching: New Elaborations, New Developments” (Change 1999). It is not just teaching, but teaching gone “meta.” It is teaching that involves inquiry into learning and that is being made public in a way that can be critiqued, reviewed, built upon, and improved.

Like any body of creative intellectual work, however, this scholarship is varied in content and form. For some, it involves reflection on and documentation of teaching and learning in their classrooms, shared and discussed with campus colleagues. But for faculty who have achieved national prominence in the scholarship of teaching and learning, like those considered here, it also includes well-documented classroom innovation, curriculum development, new resources for students and colleagues, grantsmanship, publication in peer-reviewed journals, presentations at conferences and other universities, Web activities, workshops for fellow faculty, participation on national panels and in curriculum projects, as well as elaborations, collaborations, new initiatives, and the like.

Consider, for example, the work of Sheri Sheppard, who is perhaps best known for developing “mechanical dissection,” an activity in which her first- and second-year engineering students at Stanford investigate the relationship between the form and function of various mechanical devices. Designed as a way to provide a meaningful foundation for future mechanics courses, dissection activities involve teams of students taking apart and studying bicycles, blow-dryers, disk drives, and other devices, in order to develop an understanding of the engineering design process. The course makes use of dissection labs, student presentations, multimedia resources, redesign activities, and in some cases even prototyping. A set of formal evaluations, including interviews and video analysis, has consistently demonstrated the effectiveness of these activities.

Through conference presentations, articles, Web sites, and workshops, mechanical dissection has spread to other schools and in some cases even to other universities. Web activities, workshops for fellow faculty, participation on national panels and in curriculum projects, as well as elaborations, collaborations, new initiatives, and the like.
neering Coalition (through which it was developed) and beyond. Sheppard is now writing a textbook on mechanics that will include mechanical dissection, and she is also engaged in many other engineering education initiatives.

This leads to another important lesson. When people take up new forms of scholarship, old ideas about “balance” are best placed in quotation marks. Faculty work has long been represented as comprised of some specified proportions of teaching, research, and service, including academic citizenship and outreach. But when faculty take a scholarly approach to teaching and learning, or to service in its various forms, the boundaries between the conventional parts of academic life can easily blur. For our subjects, “balance” is less about the relationships among different kinds of work and more about their integration. Sheppard’s engineering courses feed directly into the conceptual development of mechanical dissection as an active learning strategy, while the latter returns the favor and feeds new understandings about teaching and learning directly back into the course itself.

Still, our subjects and the colleagues who support them have also had to find ways to translate these new kinds of scholarship into systems of evaluation that have not been made for the job. Of course, their scholarly achievements can be represented in conventional terms, but making such a case—dividing the work between teaching and research and service—requires special effort on the part of the candidate, while committees also must make an effort to discern the degree of distinction of an unusual and often unfamiliar body of work. Many candidates who try are unsuccessful. But those who do gain tenure and/or promotion at respected universities make a double contribution. In addition to the contributions to teaching and learning that these extraordinary scholars make through their work, their careers themselves—or at least stories about their careers—become a beacon to others, enlarging the academy’s capacity to nurture and value faculty whose scholarship is both sound and broadly defined.

Routes into the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning

Our subjects’ stories map many routes into a scholarly career that includes significant work in the scholarship of teaching and learning. Some paths are purely personal: interests and insights that they variously trace to childhood, college, graduate school, and beyond. Some are circumstantial—opportunities sought or grasped because of their interest in the general domain of teaching and learning. For example, Randy Bass served three years as student representative on a committee to reform the general education program at his undergraduate college. Because his college was part of a consortium of colleges concerned with general education, Bass was able to attend national conferences and publish an article in Liberal Education on a student’s view of reform. During his sophomore, junior, and senior years, he worked closely with faculty who cared about teaching and learning and watched the reform process go through its entire arc, from a set of exciting new ideas to a program only slightly different from what they had before. Characteristically, Bass found this experience to be eye-opening rather than embittering, and considers it valuable preparation for his subsequent roles as national reformer and campus leader in teaching, learning, and technology.

Opportunities for intellectual exchange about teaching and learning should multiply during graduate school, because that is where most future faculty actually began to teach. Until very recently, though, few programs took this part of professional development seriously. Nevertheless, in the past, students who were determined or lucky could still nourish their pedagogical imagination. For psychologist Dan Bernstein, a graduate student in the late 1960s and early 1970s, the spark came from his dissertation advisor and from a fellow graduate student, whose unconventional views on assessment led Bernstein to a career-long interest in mastery teaching in his own psychology classes. Chemist Brian Coppola, funded as a graduate student by research fellowships, looked outside his department for teaching experience. Responding to a call for volunteer tutors, Coppola wound up working with a graduate student in education, who introduced him to literature on peer instruction, methods for classroom observation, and the benefits of interdisciplinary collaboration in education research.

As these scholars’ graduate experiences indicate, opportunities to engage in the scholarship of teaching and learning are shaped in part by the disciplines themselves. While there are
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many cross-cutting issues, scholarly work on teaching and learning is finally not the same across fields. Each has its own intellectual history, and agreements and disputes about subject matter and methods that influence who is taught what, when, how, and why. Each has a set of traditional pedagogies, like lab instruction and problem sets in the sciences, and its own discourse of critique and reform. Each has its own community of scholars interested in the teaching and learning of that field, with one or more journals, associations, and face-to-face forums for pedagogical reflection and exchange. For good and for ill, scholars of teaching and learning must engage what Joseph Schwab so elegantly distinguished as the substantive and syntactic structures of their disciplines: the “conceptions that guide inquiry” and the “pathways of enquiry [disciplines] use, what they mean by verified knowledge and how they go about this verification.”
From this perspective, chemists, psychologists, American literature professors, and engineers look at the world through different lenses and undertake intellectual inquiry into the teaching and learning of their subjects in somewhat different ways. Style? In some corners of academe, the model of scholarly discourse is the highly theorized critical essay, while in others it is an account of statistical results from a quasi-experimental research design. Quantity? Some fields are dense with disciplinary studies, for example—while others, such as literature and history, are not. Depth? Some fields have large stores of intellectual capital that their scholars of teaching and learning can draw upon and contribute to. Communication scholars can see teaching as a communicative act; management scholars can see the classroom as an organization; psychologists can see teaching as inquiry into learning. Resources? Some fields,
especially in the sciences, have developed specialized communities of educators, who draw on ideas and methods from other fields but whose relatively well-funded curricular and pedagogical initiatives have brought wide attention to educational issues within their fields.

Like most scholars who turn to teaching and learning, then, our subjects’ early educational agendas developed in conversation with different disciplinary worlds. Dan Bernstein’s advisor in graduate school was a maverick who “really was interested in viewing education as a legitimate subject of psychological interest in behavior change. And so, of course he was interested in the way you teach, and dedicated to the idea that you would do it better, the same way you’d do anything better.” Bernstein’s growing interest in mastery teaching articulated well with his early experimental research on human motivation, while his later work in faculty development has kept a focus on student learning as its signature theme.

Randy Bass’s fields of literature and American Studies were not as open to pedagogical discussion as Bernstein’s corner of psychology, but Bass soon found allies in other disciplinary neighborhoods. His dissertation research on the literatures of 19th-century America led him into interdisciplinary efforts to design new media educational resources—a brave and exciting new world at the time—while his later development of new media pedagogies as “engines of student inquiry” were inspired in part by ideas about writing across the curriculum circulating on the composition side of English studies.

For scientists, education reform agendas in their fields come very prominently into play. I have already mentioned that Sheri Sheppard’s innovative efforts to provide a design experience for freshman and sophomore engineers was made possible by her participation in one of the National Science Foundation’s Engineering Education Coalitions.

Brian Coppola’s first professional opportunity to focus on issues in chemistry education came through an invitation to help design the University of Michigan’s new undergraduate chemistry curriculum, which subsequently became well known for its focus on organic, rather than physical, chemistry; laboratories emphasizing student inquiry; and honors sections with peer instruction. Coppola sees his later development of a fellowship program for graduate students interested in teaching as part of a larger effort to build a scholarship of teaching in chemistry that is accessible to students and faculty at all stages of their careers.

TAKING RISKS, MAKING THE CASE

While most scholars of teaching and learning develop agendas that tie into their disciplines’ histories, pedagogies, and investigative styles, they also live and work in specific departments in particular institutions that have traditions, divisions, aspirations, and rules of their own. The scholarship of teaching and learning may find warmer welcome in this or that department or this or that institution—for example, a campus where a lively community has formed around teaching and learning with support from key academic leaders.

Indeed, there are examples of both friendly and not-so-friendly campuses across the map of institutional types. Our subjects—Bernstein, Bass, Coppola, and Sheppard—are all from doctorate-granting universities where the challenges are considerable, but we believe that their stories will prove helpful as well to people at master’s colleges and universities, baccalaureate colleges, and community colleges.

While all of our scholars have successfully negotiated their way through tenure (and in Bernstein’s case, promotion) at their institutions, it has not been easy. Even though each has had the advantage of working in a department open to their interests in teaching and learning, they have also faced ambivalence about the scholarly status of such work.

For Bernstein—who was hired to take on his department’s large introductory psychology course and awarded tenure in the late 1970s, based on the quality of his work with that course and on a “balanced” portfolio—institutional ambivalence about the value of teaching was registered in his pay check and other less-tangible signs of respect and regard. For those tenured more recently, however, the question has turned out to be less about the value of teaching versus research than about the status of the scholarship of teaching itself. Is it something untenured faculty should pursue? And how should it be counted—as “research,” “teaching,” or “service”?

Early warning signs came through loud and clear—as they
You have to let everybody in the department know in every possible way what it is you’re doing, and why it is both intellectually and professionally serious.
The chemists who spoke to us about Brian Coppola’s work wanted to know, it seems, was whether the site could be considered a book. This was not a simple counting exercise, but a search for familiar models by which to evaluate the quality of unfamiliar work.

**Discerning Distinction**

Committees must not only resolve basic questions about what counts as what when they are still working within a research, teaching, and service model of faculty work; they must also discern the level of distinction of the scholar’s achievements. Here again, however, when work crosses traditional boundaries, old ways of doing business do not necessarily apply. Certainly every case is unique, deliberations are confidential, and decisions about a scholar’s past performance and future promise are made on the picture that his or her whole record provides. These specifics are not our concern. What is relevant here is what our subjects and their colleagues could tell us about the general questions that arise in assessing the quality of scholarly work on teaching and learning.

First, it is important to note that the current evaluation system works best for the scholarship of teaching and learning when “the standard metric” can be used virtually unchanged. The chemists who spoke to us about Brian Coppola’s work were quite clear on this point. As Art Ellis at the University of Wisconsin put it: “I like to tell my colleagues in the research community that the metrics are all the same. You’re looking for papers published in peer-reviewed, high-profile journals; you’re looking for funding brought in from competitive sources like the National Science Foundation; you’re looking for speaking invitations; you’re looking for adoption or adaptation of the work in other people’s programs.”

The department chair at the time acknowledged that Coppola’s success depended upon building a “portfolio of some substance,” including “a record of scholarship—a publishable record,” while his then-dean emphasized the importance of his having “national visibility beyond classroom performance, which we expect of all of our faculty”—including, in Coppola’s case, “contributions which move the educational effort in a larger field and have promise of doing so beyond the [discipline].” Sheppard’s colleagues at Stanford took a similar stance: distinction in the scholarship of teaching and learning in engineering would mean the same thing as distinction in any other specialty. For tenure candidates, this meant the promise of national and international leadership in that field.

Not only does this standard put a special burden on faculty like Sheppard, who come up for tenure with both a traditional and nontraditional record of scholarly work—the commitment to a “standard metric” glosses over other difficulties as well. First, the criteria by which these records are judged may be the same, but the application is different—not so much in principle as in practice, because while engineers know very well how to evaluate work in, say, welding and fracture, they have less experience in judging the signs of “promise” for educational leadership. Letters from external reviewers are important in both cases. But this creates a second problem: such endorsements can be problematic if the community qualified to interpret the candidate’s achievements is not well known to the committee members. As one colleague said: “It doesn’t have the power of somebody saying: Oh yes, I know this character. He’s a really tough cookie, and if he says this person’s good, then they must be.” In newly emerging research areas with a buzz, this is not likely to be a serious problem. But engineering education has a lower profile.

In some cases, the metric itself is much harder to apply. As Bass notes in reflection on his own case, faculty who work with new technologies and their supporters are often in the strange position of arguing that the key to assessing this work is that it is both like and unlike work of other kinds. Certainly the American Studies Crossroads Project is in some ways like a book. “Unfortunately,” Bass points out, “as a publication, the Crossroads Project (like many others I could show you in digital form) commits all kinds of sins: it is self-published; it is highly collaborative; it is never finished but ongoing; and it is very difficult to locate in its boundaries and extent.”

Electronic scholarship creates an even more fundamental problem for peer judgment. A departmental colleague explained: “The hard thing is for people to know how you... consider achievement that doesn’t come in the form of some kind of juried print. I think people are sincere. They [just] don’t know what the equivalent is in order to make sure that what you are getting is material that in effect has been peer reviewed. I think that’s the big issue. You know how a university press goes about choosing a book, you know how a journal does it. It’s very hard to know what the equivalent evaluation process is for stuff that is coming out [on the Web].”

Web-based resources are not the only forms of scholarship on teaching and learning to challenge both the social and technical adequacy of the academy’s standard “metrics” for measuring the quality of scholarly work. Classroom teaching, for example, is notoriously hard to submit to peer review. In recent years, however, progress has been made on finding ways to make teaching more public and therefore more amenable to informed critique.

Dan Bernstein’s most recent work in faculty development focuses on the preparation and review of course portfolios, one of the most promising ways of capturing the full range of activities involved in and reflecting upon teaching a college course. The goal, as Bernstein says, is to “create a model community of scholars who engage in regular substantive peer review to derive benefit from both reviewing and being reviewed....We hope that this project will both generate renewed enthusiasm for teaching and provide a vehicle for review that will enhance the standing of teaching as a serious part of professional life.”

**Lessons Learned**

What lessons can be drawn from these vignettes from our four extraordinary cases? First, of course, they raise questions about the ways in which we determine the distinction of scholarly work—a problem posed by any kind of scholarship that...
comes via new media or unusual genres. Yet, in The Carnegie Foundation’s second report on faculty work, Scholarship Assessed, my co-authors and I argued that this does not mean that the same criteria of excellence cannot be applied to all works of scholarship, be they in discovery, integration, application, or teaching. Our suggestions for such criteria—clear goals, adequate preparation, appropriate methods, significant results, effective presentation, and reflective critique—have provided a starting point for many fruitful discussions on how to make visible and evaluate the scholarly dimension of academic activity of many kinds. The challenge is to start conversations on campuses and in disciplinary groups about evaluating emergent work that the community sees as worthwhile, as well as to gain experience in doing so.

Second, these vignettes underline the responsibility of scholars of teaching and learning (and their supporters) to educate their own colleagues about the nature and significance of the work they are doing. In my interviews, I often asked people what lessons they would draw from the career in question. Perhaps the most eloquent answer I received came from John Glavin of Georgetown’s English department, who concluded: “I would say that you’d have to go for absolute transparency. You have to let everybody in the department know in every possible way what it is you’re doing, and why it is both intellectually and professionally serious. Another word for that is a kind of humility. I mean, you know more than most of your senior colleagues know at this point in this area, and you’ve got in a sense to make yourself available to them rather than expecting them to catch up with you.”

The third lesson concerns the responsibility of faculty (and academic administrators) to support the scholarship of teaching and learning. Certainly, there is every reason to encourage one’s colleagues to teach with questions about learning in mind and to tackle classroom problems as opportunities for informed inquiry. It makes sense, too, to help create local forums in which such work can be made public and a topic for intellectual exchange. It is important that younger faculty, especially, understand the risks of taking the time to bring this kind of work to higher levels, especially at institutions where one’s scholarly record will be examined for promise of leadership in the field. Yet if there is a colleague who does have the interest, energy, and imagination, the right thing may be to help them do it well. They—like all young academics—will need all the help they can get, including lessons from the pioneers.

Tony Ingraffea, professor of engineering at Cornell who came to know Sheri Sheppard during the Synthesis project put it this way:

I am now mentoring two of our younger faculty, and I think the best thing I’ve done in both cases was to recount history. Tell them stories about Synthesis, and tell them stories about Sheri, and others. And tell them to be what they are, be courageous, be brave. Follow their ideas and do the right thing. I have not advised them to just do research and then later when they’re successful, then they can start doing teaching. No. Not at all.

What I’ve advised is that there has to be balance.

Let us conclude by returning to this elusive concept of "balance." As long as colleges and universities, and the people whose lives and livelihoods they sustain, think of academic work as “teaching, research, and service,” it will continue to be difficult to make an effective case for work that crosses the boundaries between them. It may be necessary to rethink old categories if the academy wants to produce new kinds and forms of knowledge and see them thrive. And it may also be necessary to rethink faculty assignments.

Scholarship Reconsidered proposed that individual faculty might achieve balance among the scholarship of discovery, application, integration, and teaching over time—focusing on one or another during different three- or five-year “creativity contracts.” Others have suggested that balance be sought at the level of academic units or even whole institutions, so that those who wished could concentrate their energies on the scholarly enterprises that interested them most. Surely, some combination of arrangements like these will help. None of these balancing acts will work, however, until successful cases inspire more stories about the best ways to make a case for the scholarship of teaching and learning.